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Abstract. Table constraints are instrumental in modelling combinatorial problems with Constraint Programming. Recently, Compact-Table (CT) has been proposed and shown to be as an efficient filtering algorithm for table constraints,
notably because of bitwise operations. CT has already been extended to handle
non-ordinary tables, namely, short tables and/or negative tables. In this paper, we
introduce another extension so as to deal with basic smart tables, which are tables containing universal values (∗), restrictions on values (6= v) bounds (≤ v or
≥ v) and sets (∈ S). Such tables offer the user a better expressiveness and permit
to deal efficiently with compressed tuples. Our experiments show a substantial
speedup when compression is possible (and a very limited overhead otherwise).
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Introduction

Table constraints, also known as extension(al) constraints, express on sequences of variables the combinations of values that are allowed (supports) or forbidden (conflicts).
Lots of efforts [1, 5, 7, 9, 13, 16, 17, 19, 24, 29, 31] have been made during the last
decade to enhance the filtering process of such constraints, in order to establish the
property known as Generalized Arc Consistency (GAC). Motivation behind this excitement comes from the fact that tables can theoretically encode any other kind of
constraints. They are thus used in many application fields, as stated in the industry.
The last big improvement in this domain has been the introduction of CompactTable [5], an algorithm that advantageously combines tabular reduction and bitwise
operations (a related algorithm, independently proposed in the literature, is STRBit
[31]). Quite interestingly, Compact-Table (CT) has been shown to be about one order
of magnitude faster than the best algorithm(s) developed during the last decade.
Unfortunately, tables have a major drawback: the memory space required to store
them, which may grow exponentially with the number of columns (arity). To address
this issue, various compression techniques have already been studied. Some are based
on using particular data structures, like Multi-valued Decision Diagrams (MDDs) [4,
24], tries [7] and Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) [25]. Other approaches attempt
to keep a table-like structure, which is made compact by reasoning on Cartesian products and some intentional forms of column restrictions, like short tuples [10], compressed tuples [11, 32], sliced tables [8] and smart tables [21].
In this paper, we show how CT can be extended for basic smart tables, i.e., tables
that may contain universal values (∗), restrictions (6=), bounds (≤ and ≥) and sets (∈ S).
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Technical Background

A constraint network (CN) is composed of a set of n variables and a set of e constraints.
Each variable x has an associated domain (dom(x)) that contains the finite set of values
that can be assigned to it. Each constraint c involves an ordered set of variables, called
the scope of c and denoted by scp(c), and is semantically defined by a relation (rel(c))
which contains the set of tuples allowed for the variables involved in c. The arity of a
constraint c is |scp(c)|. For simplicity, a variable-value pair (x, a) such that x ∈ scp(c)
and a ∈ dom(x) is called a value (of c). A table constraint c is a constraint such that
rel(c) is explicitly defined by listing (in a table) the tuples that are allowed1 by c.
Let τ = (a1 , . . . , ar ) be a tuple of values associated with an ordered set of variables
vars(τ ) = {x1 , . . . , xr }. The ith value of τ is denoted by τ [i] or τ [xi ], and τ is valid
iff ∀i ∈ 1..r, τ [i] ∈ dom(xi ). τ is a support on a constraint c iff vars(τ ) = scp(c)
and τ is a valid tuple allowed by c. If τ is a support on a constraint c involving a
variable x and such that τ [x] = a, we say that τ is a support for the value (x, a) of c.
Enforcing Generalized Arc Consistency (GAC) on a constraint c means removing all
values without any support on c.
Over the years, there have been many developments about compact forms of tables.
Ordinary tables contain ordinary or ground tuples, i.e., classical sequences of values as
in (1, 2, 0). Short tables can additionally contain short tuples, which are tuples involving the special symbol ∗ as in (0, ∗, 2), and compressed tables can additionally contain
compressed tuples, which are tuples involving sets of values as in (0, {1, 2}, 3). Assuming that the tuples mentioned just above are associated with the ordered set of variables
{x1 , x2 , x3 }, in (0, ∗, 2), x2 can take any value from its domain and in (0, {1, 2}, 3), x2
can take the value 1 or the value 2. Smart tables2 are composed of smart tuples, which
are tuples containing expressions (column constraints) of one the following forms: ∗,
<op> v, ∈ S, ∈
/ S, <op> xj and <op> xj + v; v being a value, S a set of values,
and <op> an operator in {<, ≤, =, 6=, ≥, >}. Finally, a basic smart table is a restricted
form of smart table where column constraints are unary, that is where smart tuples are
of the form ∗, <op> v, ∈ S and ∈
/ S. For example, in the smart tuple (6= 1, 2, > 1),
x1 must be different from 1, x2 must be equal to 2 (’= 2’ being trivially simplified
in ’2’) and x3 must be greater than 1. In term of expressiveness, one can observe that
basic smart tables are equivalent to compressed tables, meaning that any compressed
tuple can be represented by a basic smart tuple (this is immediate), and any basic smart
tuple can be represented by a compressed tuple. However, they allow more compact
representation (having ’6= 2’ is shorter than ’{. . . , 1, 3, 4, 5, . . . }’).
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CT on Ordinary and Short Tables

This section briefly introduces Compact-Table (CT), a state-of-the-art filtering algorithm [5] initially introduced for enforcing GAC on positive (ordinary) table constraints.
It first appeared in Or-Tools [22], the solver developed at Google, and is now implemented in OscaR [23], AbsCon and Choco [26]. CT benefits from well-established
1
2

We only deal with positive forms of table constraints in this paper.
For simplicity, we consider here a slightly simpler form of smart table constraints than in [21].
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Fig. 1: Bitsets supports, supports∗ , supportsMin and supportsMax

techniques: bitwise operations [2, 18], residual supports [14, 15, 20], tabular reduction
[13, 16, 29], reversible sparse sets [28] and resetting operations [24].
The core structure of CT, when applied to a constraint c, is a reversible sparse bitset,
called currTable, responsible for keeping track of the current supports of c: the ith bit
of currTable is set to 1 iff the ith tuple τi of the table of c is currently valid. It is
updated by means of precomputed bitsets: for each value (x, a) of c, supports[x, a] is
the bitset that identifies the set of tuples that are initially supports of (x, a) on c.
Algorithm 1 presents a simplified version of CT, which consists of two main steps.
First, updateTable(), iterates for each variable x involved in c over either the set ∆x of
values that have been removed from the domain of x since the last invocation of the
algorithm (Line 5) or the current domain of x (Line 9), and use the appropriate bitsets
supports to update currTable using bitwise operations (Lines 6 and 10). The test
at Line 4 ensures minimizing the number of operations that must be performed during
the update. Secondly, filterDomains(), iterates over every value (x, a) of c (Lines 13
and 14) and use the corresponding bitset supports[x, a] to verify whether the value is
still supported or not (Line 15). It should be noted that the bitwise operations on the
bitsets currtable and mask are only performed on the active (i.e., non null) words of
currtable.
In [30], it was shown how CT can be extended to (positive) short tables. CT∗
just requires the introduction of a second pool of bitsets: for each value (x, a) of c,
supports∗ [x, a] is the bitset that identifies the set of tuples τ that are explicit supports
of (x, a), i.e., such that τ [x] = a. This means that any occurrence of * in a short tuple
implies that the corresponding bits are always set to 0 in the bitsets supports∗ (unlike bitsets supports). An illustration is given by Fig.1 where the bits for τ1 in bitsets
supports and supports∗ are different because τ1 [y] = ∗. CT∗ is obtained from CT
by simply replacing Line 6 of Algo.1 with:
mask ← mask | supports∗ [x, a]
The complexity of CT∗ is O(rd wt ) where r denotes the arity, d the size of the largest
domain, t the number of tuples and w the size of the computer words (e.g., w = 64).
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Method updateTable()
foreach variable x ∈ scp do
mask ← 0
if |∆x | < |dom(x)| then
// Incremental Update
foreach value a ∈ ∆x do
mask ← mask | supports[x, a] // Use supports∗ [x, a] in CT∗
mask ← ˜mask
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else
foreach value a ∈ dom(x) do
mask ← mask | supports[x, a]
currTable ← currTable & mask

// ˜: bitwise negation
// Reset-based Update
// | : bitwise or
// & : bitwise and

Method filterDomains()
foreach variable x ∈ scp do
foreach value a ∈ dom(x) do
if currTable & supports[x, a] = 0 then
dom(x) ← dom(x) \ {a}
Method enforceGAC()
updateTable()
filterDomains()

CT on Basic Smart Tables

A basic smart table is composed of smart tuples containing expressions of the following
forms: ∗, <op> v, ∈ S and 6∈ S, with <op> ∈ {<, ≤, =, 6=, ≥, >}. As CT∗ already
covers the forms ∗ and = v, we need to further extend CT∗ to handle the remaining
forms of smart tuples in a basic smart table. The resulting algorithm is called CTbs .
4.1

Handling 6= v

In reality, CT∗ can already handle expressions of the form 6= v. We simply have to
slightly extend the semantics of bitsets supports∗ . Any occurrence of * or 6= v in a
tuple implies that the corresponding bits are set to 0 in supports∗ (unlike supports).
The complexity is obviously unchanged. An example is depicted with τ1 [x] in Fig.1.
Correctness is proved by showing that the table is always properly updated. Let us
cover all possible cases for an expression 6= v at column x. When |dom(x)| = 0, the
solver detect the failure through the variables. For the case of the reset-based update, as
support precisely depicts the acceptance of values by tuples, this is necessarily correct.
In the incremental update, we will necessary have |dom(x)| ≥ 2. This comes from the
structure of the algorithm when the full version, as described in [5], is used. In this
case, the tuple is always support for the given variable and as the corresponding bits in
supports∗ are set to 0 by construction, the tuple is not removed from currTable.

4.2

Handling <op> v, with <op> ∈ {<, ≤, ≥, >}

First, note that it is sufficient to focus on expressions of the form ≥ v and ≤ v since > v
and < v are equivalent to ≥ v + 1 and ≤ v − 1. We first introduce two additional arrays
of bitsets: supportsMin for ≤ v and supportsMax for ≥ v. For each value (x, a) of c,
the ith bit of supportsMin[x, a] (resp., supportsMax[x, a]) is 1 iff τi [x] allows at least
one value ≥ a (resp., ≤ a). An example of the different bitsets for each of the operators
<, ≤, ≥, > can be found in Fig.1. We assume the ordering a < b < c on domains.
To handle <op> v, with <op> ∈ {≤, ≥}, Lines 4-7 (incremental update) in Algo.1
must be replaced by the lines given in Algo.2. Note that min (resp. max) denotes the
smallest (resp. largest) value of dom(x), whereas minChanged() (resp. maxChanged())
is a method that return true when min (resp. max) have changed since the last call of the
algorithm. Line 1 is slightly modified to compensate the overhead induced by the two
operations. Because Lines 5-8 handle all the values that are less than and greater than
min and max, we only consider at Line 3 the values a ∈ ∆x such that dom(x).min <
a < dom(x).max. Note that the semantics of supports∗ is unchanged: only explicit
supports of (x, a) are considered, meaning that we have supports∗ [x, a] = 0 when
τ [x] = ∗, τ [x] 6= b, τ [x] ≥ b or τ [x] ≤ b for any value b.
Correctness is shown for ≤ v, considering all cases at column x for tuple τ . The
case |dom(x)| = 0 is as trivial as in the last section. For the case of the reset-based
update, as supports precisely depicts the acceptance of values by tuples, this is necessarily correct. Finally in the incremental update (Algo.2), due to the constructions
of the bitsets, i.e., the bit for τ in supports∗ (resp. supportsMax) is always set to 0
(resp. 1), updating depends only on supportsMin. By definition, if dom(x).min is ≤ v,
meaning still supported, the bit for τ in supportsMin is 1, keeping τ in currTable. If
dom(x).min > v, bit for τ is 0, removing τ . Time complexity remains O(rd wt ).

Algorithm 2: Incremental Update for CTbs
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4.3

if |∆x | + 2 < |dom(x)| then
foreach value a ∈ ∆x such that dom(x).min < a < dom(x).max do
mask ← mask | supports∗ [x, a]
mask ← ˜mask
if dom(x).minChanged() then
mask ← mask & supportsMin[x, dom(x).min]
if dom(x).maxChanged() then
mask ← mask & supportsMax[x, dom(x).max]

Handling ∈ S (and ∈
/ S)

There is no easy way to handle expressions of the form ∈ S using incremental update
(on bitsets). We then propose to systematically execute reset-based update as they do
in [31] for passing from STRbit to STRbit-C. More precisely, as soon as a variable is

involved in an expression of the form ∈ S in one of the tuples of the basic smart table,
a reset-based update is forced in Algo.1 (Lines 9-10). We do not present the (rather
immediate) code. Dealing with ∈
/ S can be conducted similarly.
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Compression

Computing the smallest short table (compression with only ∗) is known to be NPcomplete [10]. Not surprisingly computing the smallest basic smart table is also NPcomplete. Indeed minimizing the size of a DNF formula (NP-complete [12]) can be
reduced in polynomial time to minimizing the size of a basic smart table.
We introduce a heuristic compression algorithm to generate a basic smart table from
a given (ordinary) table. It focuses on column constraints of the form ≤ v and ≥ v.
Other forms can be obtained by post-processing: i) expressions ≤ dom(x).max or ≥
dom(x).min can be replaced by ∗, and ii) two tuples that are identical except on a
column where we have respectively ≤ v − 1 and ≥ v + 1 can be merged by simply
using 6= v. Expressions ∈ S and 6∈ S were not considered in this heuristic to avoid
costly set operations.
The compression algorithm proceeds in r steps, r being the arity of the table. At
each step, the algorithm handles two tables: the c-table (compressed table) and the rtable (residual table). The union of c-table and r-table is always equivalent to the initial
table. At step i, each tuple of the c-table has exactly i column constraints of the form
≤ v or ≥ v. When i = 0, c-table is the initial table and r-table is empty. After step r,
the resulting table of the algorithm is the union of c-table and r-table. The computation
at a given step is the following. From the tuples in c-table, several abstract tuples are
generated, used to introduce new tuples with one more column constraint of the form
≤ v or ≥ v. The new tuples that cover at least two tuples in c-table are gathered in a
new c-table used in the next step. The uncovered tuples in c-table are added to r-table.
More formally, at a given step, we define an abstract tuple as a tuple taken from the
current c-table with one of its literal value x = a replaced by the symbol ’?’. At step i,
there are thus (r − i) · tc possible abstract tuples, with tc the size of c-table. An abstract
tuple can be matched against so-called strictly compatible (resp. compatible) tuples. A
basic smart tuple τ is strictly compatible (resp. compatible) with an abstract tuple ρ
iff for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, the form of τ [j] is strictly compatible (resp. compatible) with
the form of ρ[j]. Compatibility of forms is intuitive: a value v is compatible with the
same value v and also with ’?’, the form ≤ v (resp. ≥ v) is compatible with ≤ w (resp.
≥ w) provided that w ≥ v (resp. w ≤ v). Strict compatibility requires compatibility
and w = v.
ρ
We denote by Scρ (resp., Ssc
) the sets of tuples from the current c-table that are
compatible (resp., strictly compatible) with ρ, an abstract tuple. Note that the compuρ
tation of these two sets can be done in O(r.tc ) and that we have Ssc
⊂ Scρ . Given
ρ
ρ
Sc = {τ1 , . . . , τk }, we denote by V set of values {τ1 [j], . . . , τk [j]} where j is the
column index of ? in ρ. If, given the domain of xj , a subset of V ρ can be represented by
xj ≤ v (or xj ≥ v), then a new basic smart tuple ρ0 is generated, where ρ0 is the tuple
ρ with ? replaced by ≤ v (or ≥ v). The corresponding tuples in Ssc can be removed as
they are covered by the new smart tuple. However, the tuples only present in Sc can-

not be removed. In practice, a new basic smart tuple is only introduced if it ensures a
reduction of the table (i.e., at least two tuples can be removed). As tc is O(t), the total
complexity of the compression algorithm is O(r3 t2 ).
Example. Let us consider the abstract tuple ρ = (1, ?, ≤ 1). In the following set of basic
smart tuples {τ1 = (1, 0, ≤ 1), τ2 = (1, 1, ≤ 2), τ3 = (1, 2, ≤ 1)}, the tuples τ1 and
τ3 are strictly compatible with ρ, the tuple τ2 is only compatible with ρ. The new smart
tuple (1, ≤ 2, ≤ 1) is then generated, allowing us to remove both τ1 and τ3 . The tuple
τ2 is necessary to generate this new tuple, but cannot be removed from the table.
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Experimental Results

We have selected from the XCSP3 website [3] the instances that exclusively contain
positive table constraints. This benchmark includes a large variety of series.
Compression of ordinary tables into basic smart tables. The compression ratio is de0
fined as tt , where t and t0 respectively denote the numbers of tuples in the initial and
compressed tables. Using the algorithm described in Sect.5, we obtain the results displayed in Fig.2. As we expected, dense tables (i.e., tables with a high number of tuples
compared to the Cartesian product of domains) lead to good compression. This can be
observed in particular with the series PigeonsPlus that contains really dense instances
(making them highly compressible), and also the series Renault that contains instances
with a wide range of tables (many of them being well compressed). On the other hand,
the series Kakuro contains very sparse tables that cannot be compressed at all.
Practical efficiency. To assess the efficiency of CTbs , notably the interest of using the
different forms of expressions, tables have been compressed using our algorithm in
three different related ways: (1) compression with ≤ and ≥, (2) compression with ≤
and ≥ followed by a post-processing to detect ∗ and 6= and (3) compression with ≤ and
≥ followed by a transformation into set restrictions (e.g., ≤ v is written as {i : i ≤ v}).
Figure 3 shows the performance profile [6] for CTbs with these three related compression approaches and also for standard CT on uncompressed tables. A point (x, y)
on the plot indicates the percentage of instances that can be solved within a time-limit
that is at most x times the time taken by the best algorithm. The performance profile
was based only on instances showing enough compression (rate ≤ 0.9) and requiring at
least 2 seconds of solving time. With a timeout set to 10 min, only 60 instances matched
out these criteria out of the 4, 000 tested instances.
Obtained results show that simple compression (1) brings a slight speedup compared to CT. Notice however that the computation time for an instance was reduced
up to a factor of 7. Because post-processing (2) brought less than 3% of additional
compression, it is not surprising that CTbs with approaches (1) and (2) are close. As expected, handling tables with set restrictions only, approach (3), induces an overhead as
no incremental updates can be performed. The overhead is however limited (at most a
factor two). The computation time taken by Method updateDomain() in Algo.1 is not
much reduced when using basic smart tables (mainly, because of the residue caching
described in [5]). This explains why the observed speed-ups are not proportional to the
compression ratios.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of table compression ratios on 8 series of instances.

Fig. 3: Performance profile for CTbs versus CT
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how to extend CT ∗ , the Compact-Table algorithm devised for (ordinary and) short tables, to basic smart tables. The new algorithm CTbs
benefits from the highly optimized mechanisms of CT and can be attractively applied
to expressive forms of tables involving natural conditions on values (∗, 6= v, ≤ v, ≥ v
and ∈ S).
We have also proposed a heuristic algorithm to generate basic smart tables. Our
experimental results show both the usefulness of this form of compression and the good
behavior of CTbs compared to CT.
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